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Watch for Steady Rocks 
 

!
!

“Watch!the!edge!”!shouted!Pavel!from!behind!the!wheelbarrow.!
!
Luke,!dropping!the!large!rock!he!was!lifting!from!a!nearby!pile,!hopped!out!of!the!way!as!Pavel!
pushed!his!way!forcefully!along!the!trail.!It!was!a!close!call,!since!the!hiking!trail!itself!was!a!
narrow!stretch!of!earth.!On!one!side!was!a!steep!climb,!leading!further!up!the!mountain.!On!
the!other!was!a!steep!decline,!the!edge!of!the!path!giving!way!to!rockBstudded!dirt!and!not!
much!else.!The!two!boys!were!bringing!up!the!rear.!The!other!19!members!of!their!class!were!
further!up!the!trail.!
!
Wiping!the!sweat!from!his!brow,!Pavel!turned!the!wheelbarrow!on!its!side,!depositing!about!
sixty!pounds!of!rocks!at!the!corner!of!the!trail,!where!it!turned!sharply!and!reversed!
directions.!Switchbacks!like!this!continued!downhill!for!nearly!a!mile!and!uphill!for!about!the!
same!distance,!carving!a!zigzag!into!the!side!of!the!mountain.!
!
The!switchbacks!quadrupled!the!distance!that!Luke,!Pavel,!and!the!rest!of!their!volunteer!
group!had!to!hike!to!make!it!this!far.!They!also!made!it!possible!for!any!of!them!to!make!it!this!
far.!Mt.!Pleasant,!as!it!turned!out,!was!nowhere!near!pleasant!for!sixthBgraders!not!used!to!
sixtyBdegree!inclines.!
!
“Thanks!for!the!warning,”!jabbed!Luke,!sarcastically.!!
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!
Pavel!glanced!in!his!direction!for!a!moment,!and!then!turned!his!attention!to!the!rocks.!“You!
think!this!is!how!they!built!the!Great!Wall!of!China?!Is!this!really!how!they!built!the!pyramids?”!
!
“I!don’t!think!that!whoever!built!the!pyramids!volunteered!for!the!job,”!responded!Luke,!
taking!a!swig!from!his!water!bottle.!“We!just!learned!about!that!in!Social!Studies,!remember?”!
!
“Yeah.!Who!knows!if!ancient!Egyptians!had!day!hikes!anyway,!right?”!
!
“I!don’t!think!we!could!do!this!on!a!sand!dune,”!observed!Luke.!He!picked!up!the!rock!he!had!
dropped,!a!freckled!stone!that!resembled!a!giant,!misshapen!egg.!Wedging!it!between!two!
others!in!the!side!of!the!mountain,!he!pushed!until!the!rock!felt!secure.!Then!he!reached!for!
another—something!more!blockBshaped—to!fill!the!next!gap.!“So!how!do!you!think!this!trail!
even!made!it!through!the!spring!without!these!walls!we’re!building?”!he!asked,!scanning!the!
nearby!pile!for!the!next!suitable!stone.!
!
“I!don’t!think!it!did,”!said!Pavel.!“Mr.!Wade!said!that!when!the!snow!melted!this!year,!the!
runoff!took!down!a!big!part!of!the!hillside.!The!erosion!from!the!water!just!ate!through!all!of!
the!dirt!and!made!a!big!mudslide!right!through!the!switchbacks.!Hopefully!this!wall!makes!a!
difference,!because!my!parents!won’t!let!my!brother!and!me!come!back!here!until!it’s!done.”!
!
“Did!anyone!get!hurt?”!inquired!Luke.!Looking!over!his!shoulder!at!the!switchbacks!below,!he!
suddenly!felt!dizzy.!He!wasn’t!scared!of!heights,!but!suddenly!everything!started!to!move,!as!if!
the!hillside!was!shifting!beneath!his!feet.!
!
“Nah.!Who!goes!hiking!in!the!rain?!I!think…whoa!”!yelped!Pavel!as!he!saw!Luke!stagger!and!
trip!over!the!edge!of!the!trail.!
!
The!next!few!seconds!were!a!blur.!Luke!tumbled!down!the!hill!in!a!daze,!barely!able!to!call!out!
for!help.!Pavel!ran!as!quickly!as!he!could!along!the!trail,!zigging!around!one!turn,!and!zagging!
around!the!other!in!a!vain!attempt!to!catch!up!with!his!classmate.!
!
“GRAB!THE!WALL!”!he!screamed,!watching!as!Luke!rolled!over!another!switchback.!He!kept!
scurrying!down!the!trail,!working!his!way!frantically!around!every!bend.!
!
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Luke’s!senses!snapped!into!focus,!and!he!reached!for!the!nearest!grey!blur.!Grasping!onto!a!
large!rock!he!had!put!into!place!just!a!couple!hours!earlier,!he!swung!his!other!arm!around!
quickly!and!hung!onto!the!stout!stonewall!in!a!stupor.!Suddenly,!he!could!feel!the!scrapes!on!
his!legs!and!arms,!and!tasted!dirt!in!his!mouth.!
!
“Are!you!ok?”!Pavel!asked!as!he!kneeled!next!to!Luke.!Both!boys!were!out!of!breath!and!
trembling.!One!of!their!teachers!called!from!higher!up,!and!Pavel!waved!to!signal!they!weren’t!
hurt.!
!
Luke!took!a!deep!breath!and!glanced!to!the!side.!His!bottle!rolled!up!to!the!edge!of!the!wall!
their!class!had!built!to!stop!erosion!from!making!a!slippery!death!trap!of!this!trail.!The!cap!was!
nowhere!to!be!found,!and!water!trickled!out!the!top,!pooling!at!the!side!of!the!trail!and!
trickling!in!the!cracks!between!the!stones.!
!
“I!guess!it!works,”!he!said,!looking!at!Pavel!with!wide!eyes.!
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Name:                Date:       
 
1. What are Luke, Paul, and their classmates trying to build?  
 

A a wheelbarrow  
B a ship 
C a wall 
D a trail 

 
 
2. What is the climax of the story? 
 

A Pavel deposits about sixty pounds of rocks at the corner of the trail. 
B Pavel and Luke discuss the wall. 
C Pavel recalls what Mr. Wade said about the erosion.  
D Luke trips and falls down the mountain.  

 
 
3. The boys are building a wall to support a mountain trail. What evidence supports this 
conclusion? 
  

A Luke felt as though the hillside was shifting beneath his feet.  
B Erosion caused by the melted snow made a big mudslide right through the 

switchbacks.  
C Pavel is carrying rocks, and Luke is using them to build a wall on the mountain.  
D The switchbacks quadrupled the distance that Luke, Pavel, and the rest of the 

group had to hike.  
 
 
4. The walls the boys were building helped to keep Luke from falling further down the 
mountain. What sentence best supports this conclusion? 
 

A Luke tumbled down the hill in a daze, barely able to call out for help.  
B Grasping onto a large rock he had put into place just a couple hours earlier, he 

swung his other arm around quickly and hung onto the stout stonewall in a stupor. 
C Suddenly, he could feel the scrapes on his legs and arms, and tasted dirt in his 

mouth. 
D “Are you ok?” Pavel asked as he kneeled next to Luke. 

 
 
5. What is this story mainly about?  
 

A The history of trail-building, beginning with Ancient Egypt. 
B The story of how Mr. Wade’s class decided to volunteer on the mountain. 
C The history of switchbacks as an innovation that made mountain-climbing easier. 
D The story of how Luke and Pavel’s wall helped save Luke from danger.  
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6. Read the sentences below.  
 
Pavel turned the wheelbarrow on its side, depositing about sixty pounds of rocks at the 
corner of the trail, where it turned sharply and reversed directions. Switchbacks like 
this continued downhill for nearly a mile and uphill for about the same distance, carving 
a zigzag into the side of the mountain. The switchbacks quadrupled the distance that 
Luke, Pavel, and the rest of their volunteer group had to hike to make it this far. They 
also made it possible for any of them to make it this far. 
 
As used in the passage, what does the word “switchback” most likely mean? 

A a deposit of rocks caused by an avalanche 
B a road or trail with very sharp turns, going up or down a slope 
C a two-wheeled vehicle that makes heavy things easy to carry 
D a line of volunteers, working on a project together 

 
 
7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 
 
Looking over his shoulder at the switchbacks below, Luke suddenly felt dizzy. 
____________, Pavel yelped as he saw Luke stagger and trip over the edge of the trail. 
 

A Previously 
B Next 
C Certainly 
D Earlier 

 
 
8. Why are Luke, Pavel, and their classmates building a wall? 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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9. What does Luke do to stop falling down the mountain? 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. At the end of the story, Luke says, "I guess it works." Why does he say this? Use 
evidence from the text to support your answer. 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 


